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to the American policy, as thus far
BAD MEN CAUGHT
would be agreeab e to them to have
outlined, it is being taken for gnfhted
.M., Nov. 21.
Albuquerque,
With D
actual mine workers represent the
GAVE
A
GOD
here that, so far as the nations of
the capture- it J. F. Foley, r. w'aiio
The cprrators maintalaed their
Willi
the world are concerned, the new
man, and Do tor Spreight, a negro,
attitude of opposition to meeting with
Mexican congress may legislate as it
at San Rafael 'yesterday. Santa Fe
officials of the union organization.
will, but its acts will not have Inter
TO
Special Officers J. C. Snowden and
national sanction as the constituted
J. S. Clawson believe they have nipWAS HE iNSANE?
lawmaking body of the republic. Such
New York, Nov. 21. The question
ped In Hit? bud' a plot to blow the
a favorable attitude by otter nations
of whether Hans Schmidt was insane
Foley and. Spreight were brought
when he killed Anna Aumuller, cut
generally strengthens th-- emfidence
F'.'le' yand ; Kprnlsht were brought
of the Washington government that
up her body and threw it Into the
to Albuquerque-- ) Oils morning and
i ho power
of the Huerta regime is NEW YORK STATE COTRAiCTORS lodged in the county
ITALIAN MINER IS HELD AS SUS- Hudson river, will be left to the jury PRESIDENT DECIDES TO HOLD
jail to await
SO SAYS RELATIVE OF MADERO
NC
that will try hira for murder. Judge
TELL OF GIVING MONEY
crumbling.
PECTED MURDERER OF '
hearing on the charge of
RECEPTION AT THE WHITE
AFTER TAKING REFUGE ON
in
Tho fact that, by agroeiiient, many
the
Foster,
"rt of genera! se
b
TO FOWLER
burglarizing the) store of Joe
SLEUTH
HOUSE
AMERICAN SHIP
members of the Catholic party did
sions, today denied a motion for the
on South First street. When arnot attend the session of congress, is
appointment of a commission to pass
rested they bad, in their possession
on Schmidt's mental condition. The
as another evidence of the THE STATE HIGHWAY GRAFT two guns mid several
regarded
UNION
MEN
HATED
HIM
watches
HE
A
NEEDS
cheap
VACATI uil
FARTHER
GOES
BROTHER
trial will begin November 25.
loss by Huerta of one oi the chief
identified as some of the property
sources of his support.
MEN WHO GET THE JOBS WERE stolen from the', Mahboub establishTHIS IS BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN
There will be a short meeting of THE TEN DAYS AT THE HOLIDAY"
ALMIGHTY
WOULD
DECLARES
While no positive steps are being
ment. The negre was also supplied
COMPELLED
TRIBPAY
TO
the board of directors of the ComREASON FOR THE MAN'S
made and no action of a summary
SEASON WILL BE HIS ONLY
with three sticks of dynamite and
NEED THE ASSISTANCE OF
mercial club this evening at the club
UTE TO TAMMANY
TAKING OFF
character so far as known is planned,
some twenty-fiv- e
feet of fuse.
OPPORTUNITY
The
UNITED STATES
rooms to hear the report of the comthe disposition of high officials is to
men had been in San Rafael for at
mittee that visited the local business
await the blow, but what they deem A
least two days a ad ii is understood
BANHER
WILL
men with the view of ascetaining THE
TESTIFY
TROUBLE
IS
EXPECTED
KSEAL IS TOO i!Al0
IS . EXPECTED inevitable process of forcing Huerta
that they hj,v admitted to the 'off
TROUBLE
how strong Las Vegas is in favor of
u retire. There was no cabinet meetcers that ihcj
designs on tlie
to get the next meeting of
THE MILITIA IN CONTROL OF THE working
today, but the president saw Sec- AUDITOR WILL TELL ABOUT THE Bibo safe.
the New Mexico Educational associa THE EXECUTIVE PALES WHEN HE
THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT DE- ing
retaries Garrison and Bryan and ActFUNDS THAT CHANGED
DISTRICT
IS APPREtion. All members pf the board are
THINKS OF SHAKING THOUMANDS THAT THE TWO MEN
AGAINST DESIGi PIRATES
ing Secretary Roosevelt of the navy.
OWNERSHIP
HENSIVE
to be present, asi it is un
requested
SANDS OF HANDS
BE SURRENDERED
A dispatch was discussed from Rear
Nov. 21. Plans to put
derstood that a favorable report will
an end to the piracy 0r trademarks
Admiral Fletcher concerning Evarais-t- o
New York, Nov. 21. Four
Trinidad, Col., Nov. 21. The mili- be made. The matter will be finally
and designs wore discussed at an im- tary authorities are
and Daniel Madero and some of contractors
Washington, Nov. 21. There will be
Vera Cruz, Nov. 21. Evaristo and
told Assistant District Attoday directing settled tonight.
no New Year's reception at the Whit
portant conference' o; representative every effort In
Daniel Madero, relatives of - the late their followers who have been liberat- - torney John K. Clark
gathering evidence in
today that ps"h
House, President W'ilsoa announced
president of Mexico, were taken to- ed from the Vera Cruz prison and had contributed $2o to the fund col- manufacturers,, wholesalers and im- connection with the assassination of
which
met
at
porters,
tne
to
have
Astor
Hotel
today that during the holiday recess
on
Consul
HAD
the
American
Canada
board
for
PANAMA
NOTHING
applied
W.
flagship
day
George
lected by Everiett P. Fowler, the alBelcher, a 'private detecof congress he would take a ten days
today. The present method of reg- tive, who was shot
from the consulate where they took protection, it was indicated that they leged Tammany
in
down
busithe
'bag man," wht is
vacation.
n
probably would be taken aboard an now" under indictment charged with istering commercial aes'tns was de ness center of this city last night.
refuge last night.
to
clared
be
cumbersome
and expen- Louis Zancanelli, an Italian miner TO CO WITH C1IPANV
The Whiie House New Year's recepAfter their release yesterday from 'American warship, as was Felix Diaz. extortion.
sive, while at the same time afford- who is
tion is a historic Institution in Washthe fortress of San Juan Ulua, the
being held in the' city jail unThe men who acknowledged the
ing inadequate protection to the own- der a
two Maderos sought asylum in the
military guard charged with the CLAIM THAT THE GOVERNMENT ington. It has been, the custom for
payment, according to Mr. Clark, ers. As a
Embassy Remains Open
for the evil con- killing,
remedy
the president to receive congressmen,,
'
American consulate, where they were
W.
were
J.
of
W.
steadfastly maintains his inBurns
&
J. Burns
Mexico
BACKED LAND CONCERN
City, Nov. 21. The fact
gress will be urged to pass a law nocence. A
army and navy officers, the diploB.
in
J.
guarded in secret privacy.
card
Co.;
W.
the
membership
Guy
Dickinson,
Nelson
NOT
WAS
Dwyer
TRUE
American
O'Shaughnessy,
providing for the establishment of a United Mine Workers
matic corps and all official Washingtwo
the
escorted
and
John
exWeldman. They were
0f America,
fugitives,
Today
charge d' affaires;- has had. two con
registration bureau in which the de- found in his
ton, according to rank, and then,
his aronly by John Lind, the personal rep- ferences with the Mexican minister ammed by Mr. Clark preparatory to
clothing
following
Los
21.
HerNov.
Angeles, Calif.,
filed by their origina- rest,
shake hands with citizens. The
gives his name as Louis Zanello. nando de la Guardia, the young
their taklng tue Btand tnls afternoon signs may be
resentative of President Wilson, and ot
foreign affairs during the past few
tors at a low expense. The idea on
White House Issued this statement:
or more persons, including
Thirty
01(3 "sumption of the John Doe
at
William; W. Canada, the United States
who "in name only" was presiwhich the proposed measure Will be
days became known here today. The
"The usual New Year's reception
every eye witness, union leaders and dent of the now defunct Panama Deconsul, left the consulate building exact character of these
uw
"L Hlace based will
""lu"'
and
With much of the
do
meetings
away
not be held on January 1, 1914.
will
have
been
arirl wn llr art anmaa 1ia vgf!int ennpo .
officers,
examined
made
Hen"
the
Jolln
by
of the conversation are Wgnway grart
velopment company, testified today The departure from custom on this
time and expense consumed now iii
'
t,
j
military authorities and a' mass of
lu me bea wan, vyuDua wmcu iuy a not known but it is evident
"
that theif
protecting designs. There will b? no evidence has been secured. The ex- in the trial in the United States dis- occasion is due to the fact that the
steam launch with an armed crew of net result did not
vestigator.
research preliminary to granting cer- amination, of witnesses which was be- trict court of John Grant Lyman for president will not be. in Washington
change the situTwro other prospective witnesses ex- bluejackets' from the battleship
tificates of registration," this work gun in General
alleged misuse of the mails, that to at that time. Owing to the long sesChase's downtown the best of
amined by Mr. Clark were Frank. W.
Rhode Island. She refugees stepped
his knowledge there had sion of congress the
being done afterward in case of suit quarters
were given at. the m-Asb.uraiu.es
president hasi
immediately following the never been
Knight, auditor of the First National for
on. board the launch, which at once
any kind Of an agreement had no vacation eince his inaugurawill
infringement.
Registration
no
hau
that
instructions
3
lasted
until
today
shooting,
o'clock
bank of Syracuse, and Charles O.
this
i.tby
started for the flagship.
received from Wasuinston ior Combs, another contractor,- also of not protect the design beyond giving morning and iiystisafiOtt was resum- between the corporations LymaD was tion. As the approaching session of
As they were bidding' goodbye to
owner
its
definite
'
alleged to have promoted and the congress will be the long session, the
proof of priority, ed again at 8. '
leave his. that city.
Mr. Lind at the' launch, Evaristo Ma cnarge O'ohaugimessy to
which will, of course, be the decid- Panama
'
government.
Public feeling ia at a fever pitch
only opportunity for the president to
poot, u is known that his personal
Prior to the resumption of 'the John
dero exclaimed:
from
Literature
.con
of
..the
v
'
secure a rest, sritt
development
ftrtsiiig.
the usual,,
Jag,hit
alinira are in such order that- he p0e inquiry thiV afternoon MeGiire
Cfah.iu,)atesi ,trtg:od.v:.. growing out cern
"Only God can save Mexico," to
alleged' infringement
bore the statement that it was holiday recess of congress."
of
the
coal
in
strike
the
couid leave at an hour's notice uf
southern
Col
which his brother Daniel added, "But
jweut before the grand jury. It is
No predictions were made by White
orado fields. Belcher, who with Wal- the agent of the Tauama republic
derstood that he was questioned
necessity arose.
only with the help of the United
De la Guardia, who is the son of San House officials as to what the presiter
COAL
RATES
chief
of
CUT
the
Belk,
detective
A levy of 500,000 pesos has bee'i closely
agency,
'concerning alleged conversa-mad- e
Slates."
Washington, Nov. 21. Lower rates was held under $10,000 bond charged tiago de la Guardia, attorney general dent would do for succeeding
at Monterey to pay the troops tions between himself and William
Evaristo replied: "Yes, that Is
of the republic of Panama, asserted
days of his administration, bat
there. It is stated that the American Sulzer when Sulzer was governor rel- - on coal from Gallup, N. M., to various with the murder of GerakfLippiatt,
true." J
in Arizona were ordered by an organizer for the miners union, that he, as president of the corpora- it Is known that Mr. Wilson Is oppoints
conand
ative to the asphalt to be used In
Refining company's
The party had b'eeri followed to the Snieiting
the interstate commerce commission had incurred the enmity of the union tion, never had interviewed any Pan- posed to the physical ordeal of shak-- "
.
toward this amount was 'building state roads.
launch at a respectable distance by a trilmtion
today.
sympathizers throughout this district ama government officials with the Ing hands, with thousats.
25,000 pesos.
solitary detective, who had been
and it had been frequently predicted idea of obtaining such an agreement
the others followed him today, 19 in
he would be mhrdered.
that
watching the consulate all night.
Wilson Called to Account
all, 'it is said. Christmas was liber-- ;
authorities express conRequest for Surrender
Military
WILL
GET
CONSIiESS
an
QUICK PUNISHMENT GIVEN
on
in
situation
the
Commenting
ally supplied with money. He
A request for the surrender of
SBOUL
cern over the tense situation that has
Oxford,
"rigiand, Nov. 21. VenEl
Pais
article
to
from
$.")00
today;
$200
says:;ise(i ,,ay ranging
Evaristo and Daniel Madero to the
as a result of the shooting. geance was
developed
on
the
visited
"Does President Woodrow Wilson a month, according to the experience
promptly
A
local authorities was made on Consul
Union miners are more conspicuous suffragettes who
early today set fire
enlist-tha- t
LP
10
William W. Canada today by Colonel know, or does he not care to know, and special ability of the men
upon the streets than at any time to a great lumber
on the Thames
civil-yard
and
and
before
bound
the
pay-izecontracts
his
in
ed,
by
history
since the militia was called out, and near Oxford. While the lumber was
Eugenio Guiterrez, aide of General
world he will be obliged to
of $2.00 and $30f. Two of the SPECIAL
SESSION,
HOWEVER, several arrests have followed incenGustavo Maas, federal commander of
A
still burning, the offices of the
CONFERENCE
w ho will receive maximum
WILL RUN INTO THE REGVera Cruz. Mr. Canada promptly re- swer the charges which humanity- recruits
remarks made by union sympadiary
were
in
this
SPEAKER SUGGESTS INTERsociety
city
are
'Francisco
salaries
and
Villa?ULAR
MEETING
make
expert
will
telegraphers,
against
fused to comply with the request.
thizers in dicussing the murder. The raided and wrecked by a mob. All
VENTION POLICY
had some experience in war-arrest of others suspected
The article recapitulates the criin all have
being the furniture and a large collection of
deNov.
21. Active
fare.
Washington,
C
Will Protect Madero
implicatorl !n the killing is evicted suffragette literature
of murder and pillage attributed to
were thrown
Worcester, Mass., Nov. 21. Ciiaiiys.
Fund?- for the recruiting campaign bate on the currency bill will begin
today.
streets.
The
Washington, Nov. 21. As a result Villa, the rebel leader, at Torreon and are sa'.d to have come
the
into
damage done H. Sherrill of New York, who Mas.
the
senate
American
in
from
when
Chairman
Monday
General Chase has not announced by the lumber yard fire amounted to American minister to the
o fthe series of conferences today be- Juarez, alleging that if the revolution
Argentina
Owen of the banking committee will
the personnel of the military commis- $100,000.
tween Acting Secretary Roosevelt of triumphs, Villa will become vice pres- capitalists, whose important interests
Republic from 1909 to 1911, was amon-t- he
in Meixco have suffered severely from make the opening speech in support sion which will
the navy and Counsellor John Bassett ident, minister of war or some other
pass judgment upon
speakers at the afternoon Bess-kthe disturbances of the last three of the administration ' bilL
crimes growing out of the
alleged
Moore, of the state department, Rear functionary, by virtue of the valuable
the
of
conlcrencQ here.
Tueswas
will
The
meet
senate
the
it
Among
recruits,
years.
Monday,
strike. The order, issued last night,
i; He said:
Admiral Fletcher was Instructed to services he has rendered to Venusti-anthat the capitalists subscrib-e- d day and Wednesday for currency dis- does not specify the time the commis- INDIAN UPRISING
reported
look after the safety of the refugees
Carranza. the constitutionalist
"In this hemisphere, the twentieth:
$1,000,000 to the Carranza war cussion; adjourn over Thanksgiving sion will
sit, but no formal sessions
in the American consulate at Vera leader. It conttuues:
century will sooner fir later come to
chest
day and' Friday will probably adjourn are expected before Monday.
Cruz,' and" If 'necessary to see there
"This, President Wilson should
to Monday morning, December 1, at
SOON WILL END be known as the century of the e u
Coroner B. B. Sipe has empaneled
out of Mexican Jurisdiction.
know and does know for a certerner. Already clear evidence Is be11 o'clock.
At noon the special ses- a coroner's
Federals Niarlng Juarez
jury and, an inquiry will
Some tlmfe ago Secretary Bryan di- ainty, yet, wishing to justify his unshown of the steady, etrori tenEl Paso, Tex., Nov. 21. Reports sion will close and the regular ses- be conducted
ing
civil
authorities
the
by
rected the American embassy and the warranted and absurd meddling in that federal troops fronv Chihuahua, sion will
which must, unles.8 diverted or
dency
begin.
NAVAJOS IN THE
tomorrow' afternoon.
. RECALCITRANT
consular officers in Mexico to extend our affairs, he chooses to protect advancing on the rebel command at
by some historical catadissipated
Congresa probably will take the
SHIPROCK AGENCY ARE NOT
rights of asylum to Mexicans who ap- Francisco Villa, the better to impose Juarez, have reached Villa Ahumada, usual holiday recess of two weeks
this title across the cenwrite
clysm,
Grand .Jury Still Working
AIDED BY TRIBE
on
we have enteredd.
which
peared to be entitled to It, and the his will and caprice on Mexico, even S3 miles south of Juarez, are current from December 20 to January 5, in
tury
Col., Nov. L't. The grand
first demonstration of that purpose though such a course be the direct among the rebel holders of the bor- view of the president's announce' "And any man concerned In publicr
will
si
tike
coal
the
21.
for
Hope
Durango, Colo., Nov.
was the assistance rendered to Gen- cause of crimes without number, such der town today, but no effort has ment that he would resc during the jury investigating
not report this week, as at first, in a speedy adjustment of the Navajo affairs who does not take into
eral Felix Diaz. It is understood that as have been committed at Torreon, been made to send any troops south. holidays.
the viewpoint of the southerner
tended. Twenty additions' witnesses Indian situation in northwestern New
Admiral Fletcher will see the Madero Juarez and many other towns."
"Some troops may be sent south
Will Draw No Mileage
ordered to aoyar before Mexico was expressed today by Agent has no claim to e!atecEansli'p i
b3n
have
party safely aboard a liner outside
The Imparcial publishes today, un- tonight," declared Juan N. Medina,
When the senate assembles for its the
jury and it is said that at least, W. T. Sheltou of the Shiprock agency. does not deserve tho coii'Il'iico of '
the Mexican waters.
der a scare head, the statement that chief of staff to Villa, today. The last meeting of the special session another 'ceU wi'l he ret nred ;
fellows.
In a long distance telephone' conver'
the adherents of Carranza In the vic- rebels hardly credit the report that It will meet at 11 o'clock on the morn- them.
"Suppose affairs nhoul tul.p
declared
that
Shelton
sation
Agent
Huerta Regime Passing
inity of Juarez shot two American ar- the federals are so near, as Villa says ing of December 1 and continue until
rious a turn in Mexico that cl'l .
on
were
Beautiful
few
Indians
on
railconvenlya
Washington, Nov. 2L The
uu.ra, me nour mo iC5ua
my officers. This news is alleged to he still has 2,000 men along the
an armed intern it .
Labor Secretary Investigate
mountain with the seven braves forestall
congress and have been conveyed to the federal road south of Juarez and that if tha begins.
ing .of the Mexican
In that way there can be, 1(mver Nov
of La
some country sockingthereby
in
indictments
conection
with
would
wanted
y-,
Huerta's reading of his message are capital by private messages which de- federals were so near couriers
no recess not even constructiveldefend Its citizens or cl? to rt "o i
)or w R wilson arrlved in Denver
v.
and no fight over the much mooted ghartly )efo).e noon (o(Jay tQ use Ms returned in the United Slates district like service for citizens cf our owre
regarded by officials here as merely clared that President Wilson is hor- notify him.
He slated;
queetion of mileage. This was agreed j h)fuence ln an effort to end the court for New Mexico.
carying the situation one step further rified by the Infamous executions
it finally became nvm-.- .
itie situation hemisphere,
on today by the leaders as the solu-- ,
and not as events which forecast any carried out by Villa which has inclinCURZON'S FRIENDLY SUIT
of Co,orad0 roa, miners He that hi knowledge of
terms of the lUnr.r
under
the
sary
In-j
led to the belief that the acniM'd
immediate action by the United ed him to the Mexican policy demandWashington, Nov. 21. Iord Curzon tion of a problem that threatened tot
f,lltM.tahlp.i flt ,uncileon hv Gov
doctrine that the United S!at:- inStates. The view here is that each ed by justice and common sense-t- hat began a friendly suit in the district become a tangle. The house leaders ernor E. M. Amnions. Definite plans dians do not have the snnnort of thir! tervene; I would suggest that we InLei-teand that their cum pinions
will stand by the senate program.
day adds to what administration of
for federal activity in the strike situ tribesmen,
is to say, the recognition of the court here today against Joseph
vite Argentina or Brazil or mm tiir
mountain are endeavor-- ) South American
on
Beautiful
to change the trustees for the
ficials regard as the steady and grad- constituted government,' whobs chief
to
were
be made this afternoon.
ation
country to jcin w'f
to surrender.
ual disintegration of the Huerta reg- is the Illustrious Huerta,
$1,700,000 marriage settlement which
ing to induce tiu-Will Hold Conference
us. What would be
resnil of u
'
was made on his deceased wife, who
ime.
Early today thn situation was quiet an invitation? It would b3"
Interest in the Colorado coal strike
conft-- !
was Mary Victoria Leiter. Seymour
The official 'view is that should
centered early today In the arrival at Khiprock and Shelton was
marked tendencies, both of v.b'"
Capitalists to Aid Carranza
would
and
recalcitrants
dent
the
of
15.
IN
CONGRESS.
Morris
that
Chicago
Henry
W.
Wil
the congress act on English oil conTODAY
Labor
of
21.
oi
General
here
V
Nov.
Secretary
would bo highly desirable:
Iee
Chicago,
arcessions pending, such acts will be Christmas, soldier of fortune, has just
Pagee Howard, Earl of Suffolk
remove uny
son, and the proposed conference to- yield without resistance upon the
would entirely
4
cam- and Berkshire, would bo substituted
morrow between operators and men rival of General II. L. Scott and troops among our South Anu'i'rjii-regarded as invalid, not only by the completed a successfv
secCol of the Twelfth cavalry.
T.
Robert
for
formerly
Lincoln,
United States but by Great Britain. paign here in behalf of General Car.:!-.; :
that om purpose w "s hi id
Washington, Nov. 21. Senate: Not actually employed in the southtrn
Indian Inspector McLaughlin today Secondly, it would fr- -- eni
A perfect understanding is said to ranza, head of the constitutionalist retary of war and WHUam St. John in session; meets Saturday.
orado mines.
'
negotiations with the
Have been reached between London forces of Mexico, it was learned to- Freemantle BrodericK, Vl&count
continued in
The proposal for tomorrow's con- crsitiniH'-Eanklner committee
f.'om, iho
one
last
late
accused
chiefs.
who
The
exectitor
of
f
form
definite
took
brave,
Leiter,
and Washington,
Joseph
'
ference
ties cf inuivfil.-cni "'
executive session.
day.
lodr-?'
:
to
Inasmuch as foreign governments
Christmas left for the border last the Leiter estate, has agreed to the
House: Met at noon and adjoiiriied night when the Vnifed Wr.cf Work-ei- 6 surrendered yesterday, has
jKTCb-in jail at Aztec,
"t.
of America leaders a'HiO'.ni'V'd it
at 12:11. to noon Saturday.
generally have signified their assent night with soule or his recruits, and change.
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There Is a Mild Laxative That Will
,
Bring Safe and Pleasant Relief
Over Night
U is only natural that the simplest
of ailments should he the most general, and so we have a whole nation
indisuffering from constipation and
allied.
are
closely
gestion, for they
But common as constipation is many
people do not seem to know they have
it. They will complain of headache,
J
all uncon
,innu,stinP!M or biliousness,
trouble.
the
of
cause
scious of the
You should have a full and free
movement at least once a day. If you
pass a day you are constipated, and
MRS. N, FRANTZ
the result will be that you wil catch
store for fifty
a cold easily or have a more serious tained at any drug
latter size be- the
or
one
dollar,
ailment. To cure the constipation cents
can be ob- bottle
A
reliable.
wavs
and forestall still graver trouble take
famila dose of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin ing bought by families' already
merits.
its
with
v.
at night before retiring and by, morn- iar
Syrup pepsin is mild,
ing relief will come, without disturbMothers give it
and
ance from sleep or any Inconvenience.
..and
to
it is effective
yet
tiny Infants,
Legions of people use It regularly
is
It
everyoe who
in
for
them
some
grownups.
of
in such emergencies,
of stomach,
form
suffers
from
had
who
any
invalids
chronic
formerly
or
bowel
liver
constipation,
trouble,
their
suffered from constipation all
lives. Mrs. N. Frantz, ei7 iiiigntn ot., dyspepsia, biliousness, etc. Its action
Salem,-Ohiotook physics for, years, , will so delight you that you will for- purgaharsh
avoid
ever
cathartics,much
avail,
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Finally, she began to take Dr. Cald- - tives, pills and salts
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JOSEFH FRAY OLD ENOUGH TO
HAVE SEEN BONAPARTE
TAKE THE CROWN

Joseph Fray,
New York, Nov.
No. 77 East One Hundred and
Twenty-firs- t
street, says he was bom
correct
on October 26, lSfll.. If that
;
ho J a 112 years old.
From the height of his great age
lie looks back over many troubulo-uyears of tlie world's history. Inci-

ot
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teachers employed, of whom six
were men and 2i women. Three hold
life certificates, two have first grade,
13 have
eight have second grade and
third grade certificates.
The total monthly salary was
The men teachers received
$1,095.
$387.75
monthly and the women
Jl.473.75.,' The salaries range from
two at $40 to one at $100 monthly.
The total annual teachers' payroll
amounted to $10,715, of which the
men received $3,180 and the women
The average annual salary
$7,536.
was $412.15. The average for men
teachers, $530, the average for wom
en $376.80. The average monthly salary was $56.66. The ayerage per
month for men was $63.13 and for
26

mm

AGE

FRIDAY,

V

women $54.75.

c: 3ILDREWS CO A
all ihe popular ideas of
In a large variety of new, desirable sSyles and fabrics including
choice at
(he season, all sizes from 3 to 14 years, your

QUE F&ilii 7

'

3

'&FF'

ALL MILLINERY ONE FOURTH OFF
'

WOfJSEfS'S SUITS

wdRIEN'S COATS. r
$27.25
to $37.50 Garments for

$29.00

. .
$32.50 to $45.00 Suits for
The average length of term was
$31. 50
$27 50 to $31.50 Suits for
for
held
schools
6.96 months. Nine
$23.50 to $27.50 Garments for
18. 75
five months, seven for six, three for
$ 17,35 2 1 00 to $25 . 00 Suits f or
$19.50 to $22.50 Garments fcr..
5C
$17
00
to
Suits
$13.
eight, and seven held for ten months.
for....13.G5
$
$14.50 to $18.00 Garments for
dentally he believes that under the
The school census showed 1,987, of
were
919
and
new tariff the cost of Hving will dewhich 1,068 were boys
crease.
The enrollment was 1,258, of
girls.
Mr. Fray was bora the year ot the
which 653 were boys and 605 were
anion of Great Britain, and Ireland;
girls. The average daily attendance
he was two years old when Louisiana
was 779, of which boys made up 373
Our entire stock of Tan, Russia and Brown Buckskin Shoes, all new desirable
(Dp
was purchased from the French, in
of the number and girls 406.
. . . . . . . . .
...
,
00,
$5
worth
aM
special
$3.50.to
besizes,
ownstyles,
his third year when Bonaparte
Of the school buildings ten are
came emperor of France; he was four
ed, 11 rented and two were loaned;
years old when the battle of Traall are constructed of adobe. Three
FRANKEL
falgar was fought, 14 when Waterloo
are reported in excellent condition,
W00LTEX
Laa VeaaLewlittStoro
was fought and six when Fulton made
18 are good and two are poor. Two
his first steamboat voyage.
,
schools boast school libraries.
SUITS FOR
SI ITS I OR
Mr. Fray was naturalized in David-eoThe case of the United States vs.
county, Tennessee, on June 15,
Alva Cornell, C. J. Parsons and WilMEN
1858. The date of his birth, October
WOMEN
liam E. Parsons, charged with stealing
naturalization
in
his
26, 1801, is given
a registered package containing $1,900
papers.
33S3Z
pings;
In old bills, will likely come up to
"1 was bora six miles from Warsaw
day before Judge Pope in the United
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May Be!?' Yon if.
Lungs Are Affected

HAS

DYNAMITE

';

CURRENCY
VALUE
HAS CAUSED A
DEMAND FOR EXPLOSIVES
IN NEW YORK

Tliere are halt
Side where
stick dynamite has currency value. It
can be bartered with there as gold
dust may in a mining camp, and it is.
One of them is a wine shop, one of
them is a grocery store, and of them
is a pool and billiard room, and in all
of them the only waty in which dynamite as a medium of exchange differs
Worn money is that it must pass from
hand to hand with secrecy, for It
should hardly be necessary to add
that this dynamite Is desired for use
jn the manufacture of bombs.
This situation was one of the striking things brought out in the roundup of bombmen by Second Deputy
Police Commissioner Dougherty's regenerated Italian squad of detectives
on October 9, 10 and 11. The proprietors of the places referred to above
were among the prisoners taken, and
their operations were covered in great
detail by the confessions of some o
the other prisoners.
It has been known to the authorities for months that most of the dynamite used in the bombs exploded or
planted during the current year came
from contractors' magazines in and
around the city. Much of it has
come, it became apparent long ago,
from the new subways, and the only
real mystery is that riot more has
been used in this way.
laborers in a subway exeavatfbu
will come across in the muck of a
blast a charge that has failed to exThe trove will be hid in a
plode.
loot, a pocket or a handkerchief and
carried away at the end of the day,
tor no attempt is made to search the
'men 'as they leave. Until a month
an,o dynamite used on contracts hi
the city bore no 'Identifying: marks,
so once the explosive had been takers
away It could not be traced. The
constant demand for dynamite among
bombmen made its disposal a simple
and profitable matter.
Few documents in the archives bt
the police department are comparable, for ingenuous frankness, with the
confessions that have been made by
all but two of, the twelve prisoners
so far taken.
They show for one thing that. New
York's bomb industry is not the picturesque, brigandish occupation it is
popularly supposed to be. In its day
by day details it has come to be about
as commonplace as trucking in the
nowajobber's district. Bombmen,
days, wait for orders as does the driver of a dray, and with as little per
sonal Interest In the character of the
New York, Nov. 21.
dozen places on the

a

East

,

'

commission.
.,
The chief of the confessions were
made by Alfred Lehman, a
German, known otherwise as Schmidt whose cauliflowered
right ear leaves a hint of a career as
a boxer under the name of Eddie
Smith; of Anthony Sadaitys, a nineteen-year-old
Pole, known as Burke,
of Rocco Piccielli, a nineteen-year-olItalian of American birth, whose with- d

d

IScrs'saCxre.
For 'Sciatica
Painful Form of Rheumatism
Quickly Overcome.

Those sharp darting pains that characterize sciatic rheumatism should treated in
the blood. And by using 8. 8. S. you not
only get relief but a cure.
S. S. S. has the peculiar action of soaking through the Intestines directly into the
blood.
In live minutes its influence is at
work In every artery, vein, and tiny capillary. Every membrane, every organ of the
becomes in effect a
biMiv, every eniunctory
filter to strain the blood of impurities.
The stimulating properties of S. S. S, compel the skin, liver, bowels, kidneys and
to all work to the one end of
blHdder
casting out every irritating, every
atom of poison; It 'dislodges by
In the joints,
Irrigation all accumulations
renders them neutral and scatters those
nerve centers
in
formations
the
peculiar
that cause such mystifying and often
rheumatic
pains.
baffling
And. best of all, this remarkable remedy
U
Is welcome to the weakest
stomach.
yon have drugged yourself until your
stomach is nearly paralyzed, you will be
astonished to And that S. 8. S. gives Bo
This
sensation- but goes right to work.
is because it Is a pure vegetable Infusion,
Is taken naturally Into your blood just as
rmre air is Inhaled naturally Into your
lungs.
Von can get 8. 8. 8. at any drug store.
S S. R. is a standard remedy, recognized
everywhere as the greatest blood antidote
ever discovered.
It yours is a peculiar
case and von .desire special information,
to The Kwift Specific
., 221 Swift
Bids., Atlanta, Qa.
-
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Proper diet, fresh air ana temperate
habits are beneficial to persons suffering
' from Lung Trouble: but In a great many
Instances reports show that the addition
of a medicine for this affection has mahelped in bringing about recovery.
terially
For more than fifteen jeers Eckraau s
Alterative, a medicine for Throat and
LunK Troubles, has accomplished good
results. Head what It did in this case:
Madison Lake, Minn.
"Gentlemen: In December, laos, March,
1909, and September. 1900, I was taken
with hemorrhages of the lungs which confined me several weeks, each time to my
bed. My doctor advised me to go West.
In November I started for Denver,
Col. After my arrival I met Michael
Brody, who, upon learning of my condition, urged me to take Kckman's Alterative. I kept on taking the mediciue and
improved fast. In March, 1910, I, returned home. I am entirely well, have
a good appetite and sleep well. When
I left Denver my weight waB 130 pounds.
I now weigh KJ5, my normal weight. I
thank God and your Alterative for my
health."
PAUL L. FASNACIIT.
(Affidavit)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Kckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for 'severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
the system.
Colds and in upbuilding
Contains no narcotics, poisons or ha
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, and write to Eekniin
Philadelphia,
Pa., for eviLaboratory.
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
arid B.
Compay.

.

Murphey
'

ana Central Drug

ered right leg has won the nickname
of "Zump," and John Rizzo, an
Italian, whose smail
stature has given, him the alias of
'Chicken."
Five others have aided the authorities in making up the' cases that are
now before the grand jury, but they
went into no such detail as the four
named above.
Burke's story was particularly complete, not only with regard to himself
but with regard to the operations of
the gang he became Identified with at
the beginning cf the present year.
Burke cannot remember his father at
all and his mother died when he was
so young that about all he does know-i- s
that he lived in an orphan's asy-muntil he was 13. 'Then he was
taken to the farm of Ccleman .T.
Burke,, a retired fireman, at Witrts-borSullivan county.
Within a year after he went to
Wurtsboro. Burke was arrested for
burglary, and released under a suspended sentence. He returned to
New York, to be sent, within another
year, to Elmira reformatory on a
charge of having robbed a Bowery
clothing store. Last winter he Vas
released and wandered, penniless and
homeless, into a saloon at Third avenue and
Street.
There he met Schmidt and speedily
got on intimate terms. Roth needed
moitey and they thought of burglary.
Failing to reveal a house or store that
offered an attractive opportunity, they
stole a horse arid wagon as an emergency measure. This proved so ea3y
and so profitable that they gave over
their burglary plans. In the course
of the next two months they 'stole
twenty teams and found themselves
on velvet. One of the rigs belonged
to the, department of charities; another team having been recovered by
the owner was stolen a second time
two weeks later.
Then, in February, began the careers of Burke and Schmidt as bomb
lighters. That was their work the
placing and lighting of bombs. Both
men agree in protesting that they did
not work for themselves, but for Antonio Levatino, a thirty-thre- e
year old
Pelermaih, who lives at No. 214
Chrystie street and has a grocery
store at No. 187, arid for Pietro
twenty-siyears old, who calls
himself a diamond dealer and lives at
No. 133 Eldridge street. Giambrono,
they say, was the broker through
whom the "jobs" were arranged, and
by whom the necessary threats were
written. Levatino, they say, was th3
maker of the bombs as well as the
broker on occasions. These 'charges
were substantiated by the other prisoners, while Levatino and Giambrono
have not Bwerved from their first denials of tie accusations.
At No. 244 Elizabeth street Is a cafe
and winercom conducted by Stephano
Catanzaro, vhom the police are holding as a material witness. Here
Schmidt and Burke, with the others
who came and went as members of
the band, were wont to. wait between
"orders." If they were not in when
calls came for them, word would be
left there; often, when they got their
"orders" and had time to spare before
carrying them out they brought their
bombs with them to the cafe.
V
A measure of real daring came to
mark the "work" of Schmidt and
Burke. Burke seems to have found
reason for pride in planting bombs
where other "placers" had failed,
whether because the marked premises
were guarded or because . they were
difficult of access. He tells of planting one bomb, and after half an
tour'a wilting, of going back to see
why It had not exploded on the
fourth floor of a swarming tenement-Thre- e
quarters of an hour after this
second visit he went again to see
what had gone wrong and found that
the bomb had been kicked to pieces,
apparently by people passing by in
'
the darkness.
Oa another occasion, when a firm
'

Fifty-fourt-

Giam-bron-

x

.'

of Monroe street milk dealers had jnot averse to "staking" them, though
been marked for reprisal, three days never giving them more than $2 at a
were spent in finding an opportunity time. Altogether Emma had given
for placing the bomb. Finally it was them perhaps f 15 and when he made
dropped in a milk can and carried in- his proposition to them they assentside the store by an unconscious em- ed. It was only decent and friendly
ploye. In no less than half a dozen to do so, they said.
instances Burke declares that he loiRejected or 1ea!ous lovers were
tered about to see for himself what
generous employers of the bombmen.
damage was done by the bombs he One man, whose sweetheart had
jilthad planted. In three other instances ed
him, sought to square accounts
he watched the discovery of bombs
with her by spreading tales that were
before they exploded.
not to her credi. His purpose was to
When he was taken to headquarters
have the woman with whom she lived
cu the day of his arrest Burke did in
Second avenne order her ou ot
more than confess his part in forty
the house. The woman failed to do
explosions and plantings. He show- this, however, and when
the girl's
ed Commissioner
Dougherty, Acting lover made a direct
demand for the
Captains Jones and Tunney and a .girl's
ejectment he failed a second
group of other detectives how his time,
bombs were made; how 'detonators
Then the bombmen were "retaln-- 1
were fixed in the sticks of dynamite
and how the burning time of fuses ed.". They wrote in Italian to the
and
could be controlled by wrapping them keeper of the boarding-houswith silk thread-iooswhen quick when she paid no attention, wrote to
turning was wanted and more tightly jher in English. They had been ex-- i
When slow combustion, was desirable. pected to break down her refusal, hut
It was not, however, in the details jit, too, failed. Then a bomb ,was
of how the bouibuien went about their sent, and although it did a great deal
work that the confessions offered of .damage the girl was, at last ac-- j
their greatest interest. It was in the counts, still living at the house.
purposes the bombs were meant to
Another similar Instance was that
serve and in the fact that in less than of a jealous lover who
thought his
three instances were these the purreceived too willingly the
poses of the bomw men themselves. 'smiles of the grocer who employed
Six of the outrages .were perpetrat- her. A bomb was
bargained for and
ed, according to the confessions, at delivered at the grocer's store, but
the direction of business agents of the pollco record fails to show wheth-c- r
labor unions
during the garment
the lover achieved his purpose.
workers' strike of last spring, and
Perhaps the most extraordinary in- daring controversies growing out of
In the eighty whose details
stance
that conflict. Four of these, in turn,
were explosions in factories where Burke and Schmidt have given is that
which involved the planting of a bomb
s
were quartered.
Business rivalry , was responsible in Levatino's own house. Schmidt
for perhaps thirty of the explosions. j'says that Levatino told him and
Grocers, fish deajers, barbers and pool f'Zump" that $40 was to be earned
and billiard room keepers were the by the explosion of a bomb in a For- chief victims in these cases, and in syth street house. Levatino furnish-- !
at least one instance no less than ed the bomb, and while it was discov
three bombs were put off before the ered before it went off, Levatino paid
man attacked discovered with whom
fmmivm
he could deal in purchasing immunity. In another case, where an Eighth
avenue barber sought to get rid of a
new rival in his neighborhood, something like the game tactics were at;
a
tempted. The barber bargained for a
bomb explosion, but before any move
toward it was made the bombmen
went to the owner of the building
with a proposition that she pay $500
if the new barber was not to be molested. She refused to pay, whereupon the bombmen kept faith with
the first man.
One of the few touches of cunning
displayed by the bombmen was reflected in this masner. Before they
got under way any projects of their
own they made careful inquiry as to
the Italian provinces from which their
intended victims came. If the man in
mind proved to be a Calabrian he
was let (alone, for Cal'albriaflS, the
bombmen say, do not hesitate to appeal to the police when they are
threatened. Neapolitans and Sicilians,
on the other hand, keep their troubles
'
to themselves.
One of the last of the prisoners
taken in the roundup was Cologario
Emma, proprietor of a poolroom. Last
June he lost patience with the suc- k.
cess a rival establishment was enjoyto Burke and
ing and proposed
Schmidt that it be blown up. Emma
"had long been a friend of the two
and hwen in black times they found
themselves short ol money 'he was

Schmidt and "Zump" $13.25 each,
keeping $13.50 for himself.
A week later the two found that
Levatino had been paid $100 for this
"job, as.d that he had got his money
in advance. Regarding themselves as
having been cheated out
of their
share of this $60 additional, they got
three sticks of dynamite from Giambrono, and gave Levatino what they
called a "real one." Levatino says
that this explosion caused the death
of his
daughter.
Most of the dynamite used In the
manufacture of these bomba was got
from contractors' magazines. " Burke
visited Sullivan county last February
when he joined the band and got thirty-eight
sticks in an excavation along
the Ulster and Delaware railroad.
When this supply gave out one of the
band Luciano Restive, killed a few
months later in a quarrel over a division of "pay" went to Philadelphia
and- brought back a suitcase full of
d

.

ely

explosive.
Even the police, who know how

of-

ten exaggeration attends reports of
these cases, were suprised when they
learned for 'how small stakes this
band played. Their beet paid "jobs"
were those from the labor unions, an
average of $300 being charged in
these cases. Most of the other ;'jobs"
cost $100, with an occasional payment
of $150.
The placers and lighters
seldom got more than $25 apiece, but
,:
that was "good enough pay."
None of the men were high livers.
All they cared for was fairly good
clothing, a fairly comfortable room
and money enough to pay for their
food and drink and their
They seem to have lived the kind of
lives they would if they had been laborers, and to have been content with
that.
A remarkable fact is that so few
fatalities and so few personal injuries
attended the explosions for which this

j

strike-breaker-
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card-playin-
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band was responsible. No death was
immediately caused by them, and it
was seldom that anything more serious than a case of hysterics required
the attention of the ambulance surgeons called out by the explosions.
Revenge, In the blood sense, had no
place la the band's operations. As
has been said, they worked for them- elves only when "orders" from others grew slack, and when they did
work for themselves it was chiefly to
emphasize the desirability of paying
prompter heed the next time a de.
mand for money came along.
A more striking contrast could
hardly be imagined with the bloody
summer of 1905, when the "Black
Hand" ' became afl actual institution.
In June, July, August and Sept3mber
of that year fifty-fou- r
persons were
killed or murderously assaulted; sev
en stores were wrecked by bombs
and seven hundred attempts at extortion were made.
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IN PICTURES

FIVE-REEREMARKABLE
FEATURE WILL EE SHOWN SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY

Tomorrow one of the most thriving
and amazing pieces of work ever
known in motion pictures will be
shown at the local theaters when
the famous five-ree- l
feature, "The
Battle of Gettysburg," will be displayed. This feature will be shown
In Las Vegas only one night.
The picture Includes an absorbing
dramatic story that leads up to the
sve of the great battle. The clash
between the union and confederate
f.rmles in this wonderful picture 13
oce of the most thrilling and spectacular scenes ever thrown on the
screen. The union army, numbering
77,000 men, and the confederates with.
Had Taken His Weight in Medicine 59,000, meet on the famous battlefield
M. D. Faucett, Of GIHsville, Ga., and not till many lives are lost does
says he had taken his weight in med the great battle end.
This picture is a stupendous work
icine for headache and constipation
but never used anything that did him and required many months in the
so much good as Chamberlain's Tab- making. The New York Picture corlets. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
poration produced the picture.
Regulate the bowels when they fail
HERBINE is an
admirable bowel regulator. It helps
the liver and stomach and restores a
fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy.
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co.

to. move properly.

Adv.

Pain In Back and Rheumatism
Torment thousands of people daily.
Don't be one of these sufferers when
for so little cost you can get well rid
of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin their good work from the very
first dose. They exert so direct an
action on the kidneys and bladder
that the pain and torment of back
ache, rheumatism and kidney trouble
is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drusr Store. Adv.
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An imitation of the famous Travertine marble, from which the palaces
of the Roman emperors were built, la
being used to make the f tatuary and
the covering of the exhibit palaces at
International exthe Panama-Pacifi- c
is a gypThe
composition,
position.
sum, rain proof and of unfading color;
in tint it is a faint ivory yellow and'
is as smooth and hard as marble. The
exposition sculptors and their assistants have formed a social club,
called the "Travertine cliib," sinca
they are the first sculptors to uao
the material for this purpose.
Subscribe for The Optic.
m,
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Come down to the office
and make your selection

from our beautiful line,

It takes a few days to
engrave or print them,
so don't put it off too

of samples,

long,
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Every home should have
a bottle of

Diiiiyo Furo

5

f

j

always at hand. It is the most
and
effective
known to science. It
builds up the nerve tissues,
tones up the heart, gives power
to the bruin, strength and elas- ticity to the muscles, and rich
ness to the blood. For any
emergency
get Duffy's, the
recognized medicinal whiskey,
i

HIE MCE IS

The Dttffr Mult Whiikey

Co.
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UPBUT IK

One

r

At most drupffists, grocert and
dealers. $1.00 a large bottle.
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to all classes students,- parents and
heads of colleges."

AILY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED

o

TEAM THE FAVORITE
the
Nov. 21. Although
stadium will accommodate upwardB
of 40,000 persons, every seat will ba
taken when the football elevens of
arh other for
Yale &nd Harvard fn
their yearly struggle tomorrow, and
thousands of would-bspectators who
have sought seats in vain will have
to content themselves with following
the contest by ticker or scoreboard.
Interest in the struggle is, to all appearances, keener than ever before.
Boston hotel managers declare the
CRIMSON
Boston,

1879.

Published by
THE OPTIC FLUSHING
(Incorporated.)

CO.
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Edltor

M. PADGETT

m.

at East
Entered at the postotfice
Mexico, lor
the United States
matter.
mails as second class

reservations this year outnumber
those on the occasion of past encounters here of the football teams
of the Blue and Crimson. Hundreds
of rooms in tne Dig noteis were se- ...nfDlDTinN
by mail or telegraph weeks ago,
TERMS OF su"""1"
and
making last hour calls.
persons
Carrier
Dally, by
are all receiving tne Fame repiy.
"
--- l er Copy
15
"Sorry, but there Is not n place left."
One Week
A large amount of money will changes
7'5Q
One Month
hands on the result of the game. Be-- j
Ore Year
cause of its splendid record for the
Mail
Daily, by
season, including lis de:eats of
One Year
30J Princeton and Cornell, the Harvard
Sx Months
team Is naturally a favorite in the
betting. At the same time the gen"Weekly optic and stock eral feeling that Yale has pulled It'
GROWER
$2.00 self well tntrpthar within the past
One Year
100 two weeks and has at least a chance
SU Months
for victory, is reflected by the readiness with wh'ch all of the Harvard
for Mail
money is covered whenever the odds
(Cash in Advance
offered are at all tempting.
Subscriptions)
or
aemit by check, draft We will no.
II sent otherwise
An eight-hou- r
&Tder.
day for child workers
loss.
for
established
taa
been
responsible
by law in Colo- be
nies free on application.
imo
radOj Illinois, Kansas, Arizona, Min
nesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New
DISCONTINUED AT York, Ohio and Wisconsin.
PAPERS
ALL

lZ

h

EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Mexico.

TELEPHONES

FRIDAY, NOVKMBiSR.

.Main ?
.Main 9

21,

Dt'-JL-

CPT.C.

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER 21, 1913.

i mercy, would
not surrender, but
was fought to the finish.
same manner flint tin"b
ALAMO
hewn in the days when tlw f,M "vas
Only five were left alive at the end
built. It was the idea of the governor' of the fight and these were taken
to make a fac simile of the joists that prisoners and butchered on the spot
were set in thi ancient fortress by by Santa Ana's orders. Three women
the monks who built It. These joists and two white children and a negro
were a source of ,rlde to the sovetn-- I boy were all that survived. From
AlfillV.
o 'hat has become that moment the battle cry of the
or. No el"" a
i
the
jo. the missing joists has been discov- Texans
"Remember
became
ered by Dr. A. B. Conley, state super- - Alamo!"
POLITICS
AND SELFISHNESS isiii.teiident of public buildings, who is
... (Investigating the matter.
BLAMED
FOR TEARING
HE ATTACKED GIRLS
Tlio women of He Zavala chapter
DOWN ONE WALL
Colo, Nov. 21. A, lone
Trinidad,
if pent sixteen years in working to ob- - footpad of whom the police have a
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 21. The tain, funds to purchase the fort 'and good description operated on the
women of the lie Zavala chapter, preserve it as a historic landmark, north side of town between tie hours
Daughters of the Republic of Texas, and they, are indignant at those who of 8 o'clock and midnight last night,
aie up iu anus over what, they term wish to tear' It down and erect a mon-aa resuit of wnIch two young wom-"th- e
dastardly outrage that has been ' amour in Its place.
jen
reported to have been assault- committed in tearing down the upper
The Daughters of Santa Ana, aed, and one other robbed of a pocket
d
waUs of the historic Alamo Jortress." !!:0ie recent organization, urged
book.. The man is described as being
xhoge itl chaige of the wur,; declared erncr Colquitt to discontinue the work a Mexican, wearing a dark, mustache
tnat the continued rains of late Sep--- f
restoring the fortress and allow it and long hair, a dark coat over blue
tember and the early part of October! ! be torn down and a monument put overalls and a gray slouch hat. The
nad so waterlogged the unprotected up on Kt siie.
police have the hat, which was drop
wa!Sg taat when tne sunshine came
"The Alamo was built shout 1722. It ped in the flight of the footp'ad.
cracks
great.
appeared, and they waa then railed San Antcnio de ValerOne young woman was Accosted
deeiued it best to raze the walls be- ic. Lut after 1 793 jt was used as a by the footpad at Pine and State
cause of their dangerous condition.
fcrt and renamed Fort Alamo. It streets. The man is said to have
The women deny, that the cracks
as the scene grabbed her and pulled her behind a
were dangerous and declare that they has enduring celebrity
of the battle and massacre of March bill board and to have thrown her
might easily have been replaced at a
6, 1S36, in the war fr,r Te:.an inde- down and placed his hand over her
very small cost. They even go so far
held by mouth to stifle her screams. A man
The f.M-- t wa
as to charge that the cracks were pendence.
men un- and a woman passing along the sideone hundred and
about
made by design by persons having poder William B. Travis in the face of a walk caused the man to run. Short
litical and selfish interests in seeing
Mexican army of over a thousand men ly afterward a young woman whose
the Alamo entirely torn down.
name the police have not learned re
It was recently discovered that a under Santa Ana.
ported a similar assault
held
the
little
Tho
brave
of
garrison
number
oak joists had been stolen
woman later reported that she
or taken from the Alamo. These fort for ten days under a heavy bom 4A
robbed of a. pocket book on
had
been
was
made
a
breach
At
last
joists, 64 in number, had been put in bardment.
avenue
Kansas
by a footpad, but inwhile Governor Colquitt's plans for in the. walls, and after twire being re
the
of
vestigation
police today disthe restoration were being carried cut. pulsed a Mexican storming party en
told. J. M. Johnson
credits
the
story
walls.
the
which
were
the
Texans,
tered
knowing
The oak from
joists
made was cut on the Ramsey convict their adversaries too well to expect was later reported to have been held
up by three' men on Nevada avenue
near Pine street, but the police were
unable to learn the details of this
affair.
' The
footpad left his hat on the
ground after the second attempted assault and It was found and turned
in at the police station. The man is
said to have gone to a small store on
the north side and purchased another
hat. Chief Bowlden declared today
that from the description the man
could be easily identified and tljat he
was confident of having the man in
custody soon.

farm, and the timbers, were hcv
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Announcement

KANSAS CHOICE OVER MISSOURI
Columbia, Mo., Nov. 21. A lively

interest is manifested throughout Kansas and Missouri In tomorrow's an
nual football game between the two
state universities. The game is to
be played here and already many visiters are arriving. The Kansas team
rules a slight favorite, partly because
of the excellent record It has made
so far this season and partly because
of the long line cf victories it has
scored over the Misslourl university
in the past The two universities
have engaged in 22 gridiron contests
since 1891. Of this number Kansas
has won 14 ana Misso-ur4, while
four games resulted In tie scores.
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direction
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will be repeat- -

"euysburg.
, the war department
ed again next year.
courses of
The aim of these short
n
to
alone
not
is
military training
discharge
better
men to
country.
their military duty to their citizens.
.
(hom letter
...i,
uia.B.o
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hut aiso
president of
Henry Sturgis Drinker, mere
lhigb. university, says in particular
Classes of young men
this ex-who should be benefited by
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

sentiment, and moderate buying readA
small rhlly, ily checked the decline.
Chicago, Nov.
The scarcity of stocks for covering
on covering by shorts, after a week's
facilitated
the upturn, and the leaders
opening, was the feature of the wheat
market this afternoon. First prices all moved upward fractionally, wfith
21.

were unchanged to
lower because
of favorable Argentine' reports, but
buying of December, which was active yesterday, was resumed on a
scale that caused a reaction in that
option to a little above yesterday's
close.
Other months steadied at
about the last final prices. The
close was weak at a net loss of
Offerings and demand were both
light in the cornpit at first, but an
improved inquiry lifted values later a
small amount above the opening,
which was a shade lower to a shade
to
higher. The close was easy
cent net lower.
Oats, under a light trade, opened
unchanged to a shade c- -f ana stead- led at that range.
Buying of January pork, which lift
ed its price to yesterday's close after
opening at 7 lower, was the feature
of an otherwise dull market, in which
the whole list at the start was a
shade to lYi off.
Wheat, Dec, 86; May.
Corn, Dec.
May 70.
,

-

'A

en-wft-

.

90;

70,;

4l.

Oats, Dec. 38; May
Pork, January $20.75; May $20.05

67.

Lard, Jan.

$10.90;

the coppers making full recoveries.
Bonds were easy.
A halt in the upward movement
occured and coppers sold off again on
reports that the metal was selling at
15 cents..
American Writing Paper
fives became buoyant and rose five
points, after a long period of. weakness. New Haven lost two points.
Three million dollars gold was withdrawn from the subtreasury for shipment to Canada and San Francisco.
The market closed easy. The small
advances among railroad shares were
eliminated by the slow downward
movement..

" The

three, point fall in New Haven
and News that reduction of working'
forces such as has been in progress
among steel companies, was spreading to various other industries, Influ
i
enced some selling.
The closing quotations were:
68
Amalgamater Copper
...107
Sugar, bid
92
Atchison
106
Northern Pacific
86
,
Reading
Union Pacific
104
54
United States Steel
United States Steel, preforred .105
.

$11.07

May

.

10- -

Ribs, Jan.

'

JEWELRY

Not the Stamped Patterns of the East but Hand Made

limit

NORMAL MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
WILL REPRESENT LAS VEGAS AT
THE STATE EDUCATIONAL MEETING

the
Advertisers are guaranteed
drculaUon
weekly
and
fargest daily
northern New
of any newspaper in

'Business Office
News Department

VE6.3

$10.9092;

KANSAS

May $11.15.

STOCK

CITY LIVE

8,000; market 5 to
cents lower; bulk $7.457.80;
heavy $7.707.90; packers and butchers $7.607.85; lights $7.407.80;
$0.007.25.
Market
1,200.
Cattle, receipts
steady; prime fed steers $8.25 9.00;
dressed beef steers $7.00 8.25; westsouthern
steers
ern
$6.258.25;
steers $5.257.50; cows $4.256.75;
heifers. $5. 00 8. 75; stockers and feeders $3.507.75; bulls $3.006.75;
calves $6.50$10.25.
Sheep,
receipts, 5,000; market
strong. Lambs $6.B07.40; yearlings
$4.755.75; wethers $4.255.00;
ewes $3.754.50.
Hogs, receipts

NEW

YORK

STOCK

EXCHANGE

10

New York, Nov. 21. Although speculation languished again today, the
market showed Improvement over
yesterday. The tendency was downward for a time, but the course of
prices was reversed later. Foreign
influences dominated the early dealings, in which the market yielded to
the fall in metal quotations. The coppers were distinctly heavy. The exceptionally favorable nature of the
cotton ginning report, with its Implication of good business for southern
railroads, and the better tone of the
investment market, tended to Improve

pi-;-
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wmcn is remarkably .mtieiii, rivaling the work of protessional musicians
'I he glee club is under the direction of Miss Cornelia Murray, instructor' in art and vocal music at fa? oig
stats institution. This club has won
comment u years
i t, eh favorable
past, particularly last year when it
delighted the educators of the state
''
with its singing in Albuquerque. Las
'
'''
vmw
BOltuen
Vegas will remember the delightful
ing only makes
on
when,
T,,rinns.
Cites to maruai
music furnished by this club during
that
commencement week last June. .
tlse contrary, she sees every day
stronger
and
better
The orchestra is directed by Miss
it makes youths
eiUzens and produces that
Cluxton, instructor in inMarguerite
aettcontrol and cosmopolitan symstrumental music at the Normal. The
else
orchestra has appeared In public
pathy which more, than ought
.lessen the chance of conflict"
many times during the past 18 months
In a general letter accompanying
and has pleased its hearers. It is
recent bulletin, Major General Leonmade up entirely of amateur musi
ard Wood has this to Bay of the gov- Miss Marguerite Cluxton, director of cians, but its playing rivals" that of Miss Cornelia Murray, director of the
Glee Club
ernment's plan, which promises to
professionals.
the Orchestra
fcecome more and more popular:
"These camps promise to be very
much larger this coming year and
should have a great Influence to build
ing up interest In and presenting a
11
snore complete knowledge of such national questions as our military policy
past, present and prospective, our
needs and our true military
history; all of vital moment to pat
riotic Americans Interested in the con
tinued welfare of their country.
"Tn addition to the purely military
training Imparted at these camps
cf'Hit deal of Information is gained
camp
tv 'a important subjects asfirst-aipersonal hygiene,ihi injured, camp sanitation, hasty
huild- ,W'9 waking and' field' bridge
wrciie&ua,
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Oaly 10 Yards to each

50c

''

cus-

)75c

tomer of the following:

.

Boy's Fleeced Union
Suits, all sizes, each

Lisle Hose

for Women
your choice, per pair

yds.

1Q

Amosis-eag- :

Out-

ing Flannel

t,

--

39c

SOo

10 yds. Amoskeag Ap-

ron Ginghams

Childre n Y Muslin Draw
ers, regular 25c values,

10

yds. Lonsdale
Bleached Muslin

. .

special

18c

59c

69c

25 and 35c
Sox, Lisle, Black

Men's

$1.00

and Tans, per pair

10 yds. Scotch Galatea

Cloth,..,

19c

...$1,40
I

B!AR.GAir-JS- .

mil-Mar-

t-- i

mg.
"liivisv,' the healthy, active outdoor
Ufa of Mmp results In great physical
tionents to the young men who partho broadening lntiu- ,:;,,.,f0.
nee of meeting tne picked college

from Institutions all over the
acquiring habits of discipline,
its resultant promptness and
of efficinecy, and the very
rorniiiiil expense cf a pleasars,
s
,( IJ au Instructive, vamtton t .
,

,

MONDAY

MONDAY

MONDAY

65c

35c

15c

Lisle Thread Children's
Stockings, "Onyx Dye,"

Boy's Cadet Blouse
Waists, your choice, each

49c

26c

r

;,

5c

of Quality"
Store
?r-

"Ths

rr.

-

-s

Corsets
Th.

G'ee

C

':, which has won the

t

of being

the best company of ginger

in New Itiexfca

u.

j

--

Eoy

"--- Ai

r

East-Pro- of

ln--.- -:

i--

y

ii..-...--

E.LacVcgas.

.a

c--

Lin-

en Collars, your choice
for

per pair

'

Warner's

Arrow Brand Men's

J

u

Scout
tv

1

L

J

Shoes

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTlC,
Vernon Schlott left this afternoon
for Raton where ho will visit for a
few days.
j
F. MacPherson, a representative
AT LAST
for the Santa Fe Employes magazine,
visitor here today.
A. L. Cassidy of Santa Fe was a was a business
W.
of Watrous was a MANY THOUGHT
ON
W.
PICTURE
Tipton
business visitor here today.
visitor
in
Las
Vegas
business
LOCAL
today.
CARDS
THAT
OF
came
D. C. Huntington of El Paso
CITIZEN
in last night for a short business He left this afternoon for his home.
for
the
F.
J.
Sweeny,
representative
visit
For the past two days cards with
Matthew Brown of Sterling, Col., Liggett and Myers Tobacco company,
In Las Vegas the cut of a strange face and the folbusiness
a
visitor
was
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
lowing mysterious words: "He found
today.
today.
Miss Lola Hixenbaugh left this af- himself - Sunday afternoon at 3:30
Sister Loyalo left this afternoon for
home in Raton where o'clock," have been distributed on the
Denver, Col., where she will be for ternoon for her
wllf
next week with her street. Many have thought that the
she
spend
several weeks visiting1.
picture was that of a prominent West
B. S. Foreman of New York city ar- parents.
side merchant. The general, suppoL.
auditor
for
an
the
Wells
sevHeifrish,
a
for
rived in the city last night
was that some advertising stunt
sition
AnLos
at
Fargo Express company
eral weeks' business visit.
was
pulled off or that, a joke
being
in
came
this
afternoon
Ed Murphy of Shoemaker arrived in geles, Cal.,
was
being
played on some one.
Las "Vegas last night for a few days' for a few days' business visit here.
of
Balabanoff
I.
Dr.
P.
Tacoma,
business visit
"W. H. Long and George Schoemth Wash., arrived in Las Vegas last night
of El Paso came in yesterday evening and will be a visitor with friends for
the next few days.
for a several days' Business visit.
Rev. Alonzo S. Bright, superintend
A. J. Lindsay of Roseville, Cal., arrived In Las Vegas last night for a dent of the New Mexico English missions of the Methodist church, came
sevontf days' business visit here.
G. M, Cantwcll, representative for in this afternoon from Albuquerque.
Misses Viola and Gillie Ground rethe Tritch Hardware company of Den-

"lit

PERSONALS

MS)

IlilSSELF"

turned yesterday evening from Fort
Worth, Tex., where they have been
visiting relatives for the past several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Sporleder, formerly residents of this city, came in
this afternoon from their home in
Tucson and will be visitors with
friends for the next few days.
A. G. KNEBEL
R. A. Sunderland left this afternoon
The
surmise
that an advertising
for Omaha, Neb., where he was callstunt
was being sprung was correct,
C.
W.
ed by the death of his uncle,
but the face on the card was not of
Sunderland, which occurred suddenly
local man, but that of Mr. A. G.
this morning. He will be gone about any
Knebel of St. Louis, Mo., international
a week.
secretary of the Y. M. c: A., who Is
A. D. Tllman, for the past two
to speak at a men's mass meeting at
years a resident of Las Vegas and the Y. M. C. A'. Sunday afternoon at
employed here, by the Santa Fe Rail- 3:30 o'clock.
Thus "He found himway company as a clerk in the super- self" had been discovered.
intendent's office, left this afternoon
Mr. Knebel is a clear, forceful and
for Marceline, Mo., where he will loentertaining speaker and all who hear
cate,
him Sunday afternoon will feel that
Mrs. A. H. VanHorn left this morn- they have had a rare treat
One of the features of the meeting
ing on the Limited for Albuquerque
where she will remain for the next will be the men's chorus which will
week. Mr. Van Horn left today for be under the leadership of Dr. Wil'
that place on a motorcycle and will liam Howe.
A cordial invitation is extended by
spend the' week there attending the
New Mexico Educational association the Y. M. C. A. to all men of Las
meeting.
Vegas to hear this big man with a
bis; subject. Admission is free.

ver, was a business visitor here today.
See our window for $5.00 hats and
feathers.
Biggest bargains ever offered. Friday, Saturday and Monday.
Mrs. Standish. Adv.
W. R. Holly, R. D. Cottingham, E.
W. Caller and B. Floeisheim, all of
Springer,' came in last night for a
several days' business visit.
H. H. Riley, connected with the
Santa Fe railway, came in last night
from his headquarters in La Junta
for a several days' business 'visit.
R. J. Sutherland, bonus supervisor
for this division of the Santa Fe railway, came In last night from Albuquerque for a few days business visit.
H. D. Hosklns, representative for
the Morey Mercantile icompany ofi
Denver, came in last night and will
be a business visitor here for several

1

and1 Mrs. Slg Nahm,

has

gone to St.

Louis, where she will visit for several weeks and then go to New York
city for a similar visit with relatives
and frlendB.
Miss Marguerite Cavanaugh left
this afternoon for Albuquerque, where
she will be the guest of Mrs. O. II.
Mrs.
Gosh for the next ten days.
Gosh formerly was Miss Dottie Hosklns of this city.
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Chicago, Nov. 21. Purchase of the
Kansas City Home Telephone com
pany by the American Telephone and
Telegraph,
company was vigorously
protested as a violation of the "truce
between the independents and the
Bell sytem, it was testified today in
the government anti-trusuit against
the American company. B. G. Hub-bel- l,
president of the Federal Telephone and Telegraph company of
Buffalo, N. Y said that when the
purchase became known it aroused
a storm of objection in the committee appointed to consider a merger
of the 20,000 independent companies
with the American Telephone
and
Telegraph company, or Bell system,
referred to by counsel and' witness as
"the trust."
Theodore N. Vail, president, and
N. C. Kingsbury, vice president of the
American company, attended a meet
ing hurriedly called in New York to
consider the protest, testified Mr.
Hubbell.
"Mr. Kiugsbury apologized for the
violation of the truce and pledged
himself that no more mergers should
be made. Mr. Kingsbury said that it
was a mistake and the contract never
should have been made to boy the
"
Kansas City company."
"I did not see the contract," con
tinued Mr. Hubbell, "but its existence
as having been signed and as being
In effect was admitted by everybody.''
.

.

In cross examination former Judge
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This cake, made by the Cottolene recipe, using only Cottolene for shortening, won the first prize three separate times at the Texas State Fair.
Cottolene recipes are all winners, at home or elsewhere.

TTl

f!KSm

less when cooking with Cottolene, for
you would of butter or lard Always use one-thiCottolene goes much farther.
.
You save money, any way you figure, if you cook with Cottolene, and your fooU is more
wholesome and more digestible.. If you will give Cottolene one fair trial, you will continue to vise it for everything except on the table.
This is the recipe for the
cake, by Mrs. W. J. Stone, Dallas, Texas:
rd

.

ng

cup of Cottolene, 2 cups sugar, 3 cups flour, 1 cup milk, 2 teaspoons baking
powder, 6 whites of eggs beaten to stiff froth, 2 teaspoons lemon extract. Cream 4 cup of Cottolene with sugar, add milk and flour alternately until well mixed, then add whites of eggs and
extract, prease tins and flour them; light the gas just as you place cakes in stove. Put all three
layers in and cook at once. Let the cake cool an hour or go before icing.
FILLING Two cups sugar and just enough water to moisten, cook until it threads from the
spoon. Beat whites of 2 eggs to stiff froth, pour the boiling syrup over the whites and beat conpackage shredded cocoanut, and ice your
stantly, then add 1 teaspoonful of lemon extract and
cake. If icing begins to get too stiff to ice add about 2 tablespoons of boiling water and beat well.
Three-fourt-

1- -2

Give yourself the satisfaction of knowing what Cottolene can do. Order a pail of it from
your grocer, also send to us for the interesting FREE Cook Book, HOME HELPS,
written by five leading authorities. Write for it today
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and Telegraph company.
The capi- ' F. M. Chacon, associate editor of
talization of the Federal company La Voz del Pueblo, a Spanish publiwas said to be $7,500,000.
cation of Fast Las Vegas, this morning asked that he be granted a change
of venue in the case in which he is
charged with criminally libeling Manuel C. de Baca.
Chacon's attorneys
informed the court they did not believe their client could get a fair and
OF
impartial trial by a San Miguel or
Mora county jury. They requested
the trial be removed to Guadalupe
county. They submitted a large number of affidavits to support their contention. It 13 understood that Judge
Leahy will not announce until next
MRS. E. W. PIERCE RESIDED IN
week whether the request will be
THIS CITY SEVERAL
granted. Chacon is the young man
YEARS AGO
who was found guilty of contempt by
Judge Leahy several months ago and
Information has been received in who is under sentence
which is susLas Vegas to the effect that a certain
pended during the pendency of an
Mrs. E. W. Pierce is under arrest in
appeal to the supreme court
San Francisco, Calif., under a charge
It was announced a tne adjournof smuggling opium, silica and laces ment of court at 11:30 o'clock
this
into this .country. She is said to be morning that the afternoon
likely
a member of a big ring of smuggler.3. would be spent In the
hearing of apThe woman was arrested in the com- peal cases from justice of the peace
pany of two other 'women. She an J courts. The grand Jury, It was stather companions were stewardesses ed, likely would make 'a report this
on a big liner running between Japan afternoon.
and San Francisco.
On account of the lack of serious
A Mrs. B. "W. Pierceywas a resident crime in the county the criminal
of Las Vegas in 1894, and was; iatnong docket this year is unusually light,
the most prominent society "women In and there is little serious crime for
the city. Whether the woman arrest- investigation by the grand' jury. Judge
ed Jn San Francisco is the Mrs. Pierce DaviJ J. Leahy has made orders in a
who lived in Las Vegas is the causa large number of civil cases, declarof much discussion here. It is de- ing that some dlspos'liou inust be
clared, however, that there is little made of them or they will be dropped
doubt that the accused woman is the from the docket. The judge requires
litigants to have their cases dis
former t.sa Vegan.
was
chief
article brought posed of "as early as is consistent
the
Opium
into this country by Mrs. Pierce and with Justice, thus preventing a large
her associates. The drug was clever- accumulation of cases on the books.
ly concealed in the woman's lavatories on the liner Korea, on which
DAWSON DISASTER
Mrs, Pierce was employed. The United States inspectors have been workAT TOE FilOTGPLAY
ing on th ease for several months
and only last week made the discovery. Ii is thought in San Francisco
that Mrs. Piorce and her companions FILM DEPICTING SCENES FOLLOWING THE MINE EXPLOwill n.ake a confession that may reSION TO BE SHOWN
veal fhe identity of others who ae
at the Photoplay theater
Tonight
Ifiws.
violating the
At or.e time f bout a year ago, stew- a picture will be shown which deals
disaster
ardesses on all ships were searched with the terrible Dawson
223 miners and was one
when their ships reached port, but that killed
this practice was discontinued about of the most appalling catastrophes
ever recorded in mining in the west.
11 months ago.
The San Francisco
The picture was taken at Dawson soon
officials believe that the women dis
after the explosion and doubtless will
covered were backed by some con
to Las
cern in this country. The officials prove Intensely interesting
as several local citizens made
Vegans
will take drastic steps for the prose
the trip to Dawson during the days
cution of the women and their trial
following the disaster, and on ac
may bring forth many facts concern-- J count of its nearness to Las Vegas.
ing smuggling.
The first show will start at 7:15
Mrs. Pierce Is well known by all o'clock.
the old timers in this city, who were
greatly surprised to learn of her arW. S. Evans, traveling passenger
'
rest.
agent for the St. Louis," San Francisco and Eastern Illinois Railway company; was a business visitor here

FORMER VEGAN
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CHAVEZ IS

VIVIAN

FOUND NOT GUILTY
OF

Vjivian Chavez, charged With attempted arson, was acquitted1 by a
Jury in the district court for San Miguel county late yesterday afternoon.
The trial of the case occupied several
hours. The evidence
brought out
showed that the charge had been
brought by a woman with whom
Chavez is said to have lived for several years. The attempted burning
of a building belonging to the woman
is declared to have occurred as the
result of a quarrel which caused
Chavez to seek another
dwelling
place.
E. B. Cropp, a ranchman of the
country in the vicinity of Sanchez,
who was indicted by the present
grand' jury on the charge of assault
with a pistol in his hand upon Juan
C n la, was arraigned this morning
and pleaded not puiiiy. The trial of
l
' v'
fts deferred until the spring

tein i,
;

9 court.
r indictment
I'f
s;.nzal?B,
on the charge of failure to Bend his
ti.'-this
child to school, was or
f

i

Wi-i-

morning. lie presented i n. affidavit
!
ia not
to the effect that ho
bv the
within the ages prescri
law for compulsory school attendance.
Th9 case was dismissed upon the mo
tion of District Attorney Charles W.
ij. Ward.
l

r

ess,

S114.C00.00

l

THEM.K.

Pro-ressiven-

1

Courteous Service

CHACON ASKS FOR CHANGE
VENUE TO GUADALUPE
COUNTY

Remember, however, that you do not need to use as much Cottolene as

prize-winni-

Conservatism, Reliability,

.

POLICIES
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OUR

CLAIM
INDEPENDENTS
"TRUST"
'
HAS VIOLATED
ITS
AGREEMENT
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CONTROL 'PHONES

E. S. Pillsbury of San Francisco, rep.
resenting the American company, in
dicated that he would dispute the
completion of the sale of the Kansas
City company.
The truce between the Independ
ents and the Bell system, Mr. Hub
bell said, was expected to 'ast uutll
appraisal of the independents could
be completed and a rep rt made to
the committee considering the nationwide merger of all competing telephones.
Questioned by Mr. Pillsbury
Mr. Hubbell said that 85 Independent
The strike of Hie Michigan copper!
There are more than 850 licensed companies had been merged In the
miners is now in its seventeenth
formation of the Federal Telephone
week.
employment agencies in London.

days.
Miss Helen. Nahm, daughter of Mr.

FIVE

PLAN ON FOOT TO

DlSCOVtlti)

.
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With the extra session of the glee
club and the orchestra and the com
ing of cold weather, all outdoor epoi is
have fceen abandoned,, aiid talk of a
basketball team is goinc the rounds.
The Normal has a good outlook for
a basketball team, and as soon as the
students return from the week's vacation practice will oe taken up.
.

Many of last year's students, who
are teaching now, will be at the

teachers' meeting in Albuquerque, and
it will be a great pleasure to meet
Clare Koogler, Omar Barker, Prior
Timmons, Gladys Palmer and many
other of last year's graduates.
The second term of the school year
begins one week from Monday, and
a large enrollment Is. expected. Many
are coming from out of town, and
several from other states.
R. R. Larkin wag a visitor at
Bchcol Thursday morning, when
listened to the glee club.

the
he

The school will nave between EO
60 representatives
at Albuquer
que when the state teachers' conven
tion Is held next week. This Will
make a good showing for the Normal,
and la an example of the work that it
hasf been doing and of Its growth- -

and

The art
from this
largest at
work has
tion.

exhibit that is. to be taken
school will be one of the
the teachers' meeting All
been completed to satis, ac-

Professor Van Horn left th s rimming from Albuquerque on his im
cycle and will bo the first representative from Las Vegas to register
the teachers' convention.
Several of the students left this
afternoon for their homes, whero they
will spend their week's vacation. Miss
Leila Brown and Miss Faith Beale
left for Springer, accompanied by
Miss Bertha Hixenbaugh. of Raton.
Dean Carroon and Mr. Kelley are
going to Albuquerque in their ma
chines and it is to be hoped that all
goes well.
School was dismissed Wednesday
in order that the students and faculty
might witness the scenes In the faking of Fielding's latest photoplay,
"The Golden Got!'."

The glee club members who are to
go to Albuquerque nave been chosen
and are working hard in preparation
for the trip. The club will sins tomorrow night at the Joint meeting
The ladies of the Christian cnurch of the two literary societies, when
held an all day session yesterday at the Trigonian society entertains .the
the tabernacle, putting that building Phllomathean.
in a sanitary and clean condition.
The orchestra is working on tho
A number of students of the New final touches and by the first of next
Mexico Normal University who live in week will he in excellent condition
other cities of the state, left this for Its appearance in Albuquerque.
afternoon for their homes, where they
Yesterday and today the term-enwill spend next week during the
were held, and tho
examinations
Thanksgiving vacation.
are breathing a sigh, of r", t
to think that they are over an 1
"JERRIES" WANT RAISE
there will be no more for six wc" t.
21.
Twenty-twWinnipeg, Man., Nov.
thousand section men employed
STRIKE FOR G. E.
by the Canadian Pacific railroad between Montreal and the Pacific coast,
Schenectady, N. Y., VuU ? in
n
of their grie me s
an
demanded
in
increase
justment
wases,
today
in some caws asking as high as 23 before tonight, the 12,000 cm hr
the General Electric company w.l
per cent.
on strike. Officials of 2 union 8.
When1 James Lynch retires from tracing men and women m everv
the presidency of the International partment of the big plant, maue
Typographical Union next month to announcement today.
The workers demand that two
begin his new duties as state labor
commissioner of New York he will be charged employes, Frank In)
j
succeeded at the head of the typo- ident of the Electric Trail, s At1
graphical union by James M. Duncan, and Mabel Leslie, cl U m m
who now Is first vioe president of the girl's committee of thr I '( ti
organization. Mr. I'lisan is a resi- ers, be
dent of New York, nhtxo he lts Veen
m organ !. rt laoor 'crcles
prom;
for
The branch
years.
Brotherhood r
i
issued by 5::s
this iuo Mi i;i a
;:i3 thst Wir!
ciors
factory j
". Lad b':f-lil: eet,
a
for a eniJ
, J
ii.i
(luri: : the jciii-U.ys
more recent!; rr. in1'
in a b!i?iu :
f.
'
trout in U.'
iiy increasiiit ratio.
fIi-den- ts

f

o

v

s
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re-in-
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WHO IS LOSER?
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
OLDEST PEER IS CRITICALLY ILL
20.
ho J
N.
Nor.
M.,
Albuquerque
Earl of State of New Mexico, County of San
London, Nov. 21. The
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
Court, must lose when a bank pays a check 8
,
Miguel , In the District
Wemyss, the oldest member of the
i
THB BEST GOODS OBTAIN BL15 ALWAYS HANDLED
that turns out to be forged?
Fourth Judicial District
British peerage, Is reported' critically
This interesting question was put
ill at his home at Gosford, Hadding- James H. Kelly,
in a suit
, to the district court today
Plaintiff,
tonshire. In view of hla advanced
Marron
attorneys
Kr CIJ City Israel Is Brought to age he was 95 last
Wood,
filed
and
vs.
by
No. 7u69.
August grave
Bank
State
against
National
the
for
Las
own
of
et
Vegas,
fears are entertained for his recovery.
als,
Light.
The comthe Bank of Magdalena.
Defendants.
The Earl of Wemyss is not only
the oldest member of either house
The defendants to said suit and plaint states that the Magdalena bank
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F., A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
Town ot Das "carelessly and negligently" paid to
Discovery and Excavation of Ancient of parliament, but the only legislator each of them,
ii
A.
M.
102
comMeets
every
Town In Palestine by Dp. Macken72
Regular
Steve
Barrett
check
a
Monday night a.1
one
Is
purporting
who has lived in six reigns. It
Board of Trustees of the Town
egas,
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
zie and F. G. Newton Add to
years since he commenced his legifr of Las Vegas, the unknown heirs of to be drawn on the. State National
lhird Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
Knowledge of the Past
...
lative career, a'nd with the exception Francisco A. ' Manzanares, deceased bank," upon which Barrett had forged
eacii month. Ylaitini dlally welcome. J. C. Wertz, Prea)
a
Cox,
of
been
w.
in
the
J.
promi
he
has
of
about 12 mouths
signature
and all unknown claimants of inter
New York. Day by day freeli light
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Writer Decries Habit of Putting Up
Temporary Structures to Serve
on the Farm.

AIN WAGON

As one looks back over his lifn on
the farm he is dismayed to see how
much of it has bop n spent In doing

things that are temporary; that must

be done over and over
again. For ever
he is repairing fences or
buildings; always there haunts him the knowledge
Ih&t foundations are
giving way, walls
bulging and roofs leaking.
The tax 6n maintenance on the farm
is too large, and now is the time tc
gin to correct this evil, the Breeders
Gazette says. For the sake of our
remaining, years on the farm, for the
sake of the boys who will come after
us, let us build for permanence, so far
as we are able. Concrete makes Imperishable foundations and Ann
n
Hubby (on seaboard) Great Scott!
makes cheap walls for the lower
stories of farm buildings. Concrete Helen, here's a 3. O. S. message ad
dressed to us.
r'ente posts should last
hii'n.i,i
Wife Distress message, addressed
yea's. Roofs of tile slate or galvan
us .' wno s in distress, George?
ized iron are fairly Imperishable.
The cat. We forgot and left
Hubby
In Europe the farmer inherits mm-her locked up in the house when wf
more than his land; he inherits buildstarted on this trip.
ings so well constructed that whiio
they are hundreds of years old they
win yet endure indefinitely. The farm- FORK OVER
er
a itns-or two ; hs bequeaths
then" to lis son an crmlnment tlia t. Is
cororehensive. useful and needs no
work to keep It in repair. Let.
us ruit "moving on" in America hut
settle 'town 011 the land as though we
meant.
stay there, and- siennl that
inten'.ivn by beginning the era of
construction on the farm.
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& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents
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Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HalW Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
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E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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Clever

TUF

IMPRi-ISP-

Use

of Scientific

sulted In Acquittal
Lawyer's Client.

M

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
,

interest Pzid cn

Time Deposits

merely

foolish.

structive and

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
Assortment fine colorings-uniq- ue
patterns all
--

prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

(

"RICHEST WOMAN" IS 78
RACES
New York, Nor. 21. Speedy runNew York, Nov. 21. Mrs. Hetty
ners representing a dozen colleges Green, whose wealth ia so vast as to
have gathered here In readiness to make a,
widow"
take part in the annual
appear as a mere "piker," reached
CROSS-COUNTR-

"twenty-milllon-doll-

cross-countr-

en-er-

For Children There la Nothing Better
A cough medicine for children must
help their cousrhB nnri in
,tft,n
bad effects 011 their little stomachs
,u uuweis.
F oley's
Honey and Tar
exactly fllia this need. No opiates,
no sour stomach, no constipation follows Its use. Stuffy colds, wheezy
breathing, coughs and croup are all
quickly helped. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
.

k tight feeling In the chest accoms
panied by a short, dry cough,
an inflamed condition In the
lungs. To relieve it buy tt:e dollar
indi-cate-

size BALLARD'S HOREHOTJND SYRyou

Some

showed

Mr. Holdtite I wonder where the
money's coming from for that Dew hat
of yours? Mrs. Holdtite From the mint, I suppose. I hate to think you were 1
counterfeiter.

REAL RUDE

get with each bottle a free

UERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
PLASTER for the chest. The Ryrup

her

birthday aniv'er-versartoday, but she did not ob
serve nor celebrate the occasion. AH
week) days look alike to Mrs. Green.
Apparently she saw no reason why
she should vary her usual routine of
business just because it happened to
be the anniversary of her natal day.
She made several calls in the finan
cial district and put in considerable
time at her offices at 111 Broadway.
Ever since she reached her seventieth
yer it has been rumored nt intervals
tne wona s ncaent woman"
to reti;- and turn the manage
ment of her colossal business and fi
nancial interests to her only son,
Colonel E. H. R. Green. The rumor
appeared to be verified a year or
two ago when "Ned" Green quit Texas
and came to New York to live. He
has made his home here ever since,
but if his mother turned her affair
over to him nobody knows it.
seventy-eight- h

y

-

More

Bottles Sold Each year
easy to understand why an
increasing number of bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 Edward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
an excellent reason when he writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
has always proven an effective remedy, quickly relieving tickling in the
throat, and stopping the cough with
no bad after effects. O. O. Schaefer

It

Is

relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the infiamatlon. It is an
ideal combination for curing colds and Rod Cros Drug. f?tre. Adv.
settled in the lungs. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Subscribe for The Optlo. '

When Sea Feeds Land.
Seaweed, a( cue time thought valueless. Is a wonderful fertilizer. Tons
of it are collected in carts at low tide
by the Cornish
farmers and around
the coast o England.
After being drted in heaps, it is
spread on the land. There its nutritive properties of hydrogen and
potash, in which it is- - very rich, are
atisoioeu into the soil, and produce
wondo., ful crops.
New potatoes from
Jersey, and spring, cabbages from
Cornwall, are raised with seaweed
fertiliser. The sea also furnlshee
food for the land In other ways.
iiie despised siarriah, in many
places known as
are
raugit and carted awy in
tous from the coast to fertilize the
fields further inland. Small flsh, too
useless for human food, are sold by
the million as manure. Rich lnnhoaphates, a primary element in land
fertilizers, they are good for almost
ny kind of root crops.
8upplyirtfl a Necessity,
An English policeman entered tie
housa of a publican one morning ar.d
Informed him that it would be necessary to hold an Inquest there in the
now the landlord had a
afternoon,
great objection to anything of the
"Oh. I can't be
kind, and said;
troubled with inquests in my house.
Here, what'll you have to drink?'
Robert said he'd have a drop of
Scotch, which he did. "Have a cigar,
too," said the host. After the consumption of two Scotches and cigars
the constable said he thought he
could get the inquest held somewhere
Blse, but as he was leaving the landlord remarked:
"By the way, who
are they going to hold the inquest
)n?" "No one as I know of now,"
said the man in blue; "but it 'ud 'a'
been me If I hadn't had theBe drinks

an' smokes."

Actor's Presence of Mind.
When something goes wrong on the
stage the clever and experienced actor can always save the situation by
faking. An old hand worked it one
time like that. "Die, villain!" the
hero said, and shot off his revolver
at the villain's head. But the gun
didn't go off.
Six times the hero
pulled, the trigger, and not a singlS
explosion took place.
The Hudlon.ce
was getting hysterical, when the victim struck an attitude and
said:
'Your pistol has missed fire, Sir
Reginald, but what difference floes It
make? The thought that I was to be
shot has frightened me to. .death!"
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short,
you'd
better put in an order right away
with

c

Is that why yon

imit.ii'

CD

PREPARED

UiH 'Bout ready fer th' deer i.a
son to begin, Pete?
Pete Waal, I should pay so i
five bucks hung up in the woode now
and a party of ten city sports cci ;i:
'day after tomorrow.

DOING THE BEST HE COULD
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We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.
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allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Wayi
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Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
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"Why do
boy?"
"Ah! Kin
ay?"
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championship race of the Intercollegiate association of amateur athletes
of America.
The race will he run
tomorrow over the Van Cortlandf
y
park course. Represented In the
list are Tale, Harvard, Cornell,
Princeton, Fennsylvania, Michigan,
Dartmouth, Brown,, Syracuse, Colgate,
Columhia, Penn State, College of the
City of New York and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cornell, Harvard, Yale and Princeton appear to
be the more formidable contenders.
Michigan, the only western Institution
represented, fills the role of dark
horse In the contest.

UP;

Re-

pugilistic tendencies,
while many others had suffered for
years and had never shown any mental abnormalities.
He refused to say anything further
and the jury promptly acquitted the
accused, because, as the foreman explained, "Doc said there was something the matter with his head."
When the case was over the prosecutor sought enlightenment as to the
mysterious disease, and found that
"phaiac-osis- "
meant baldness.

MAjOpLAHKETS

CHILES

ihry

The case was one of assault and
battery, and on o;' th witnesses was
n local doctor whom the
prosecuting
lawyer proceeded to bully, suggesting
that he was prejudiced in favor of
Mia defendant, and had
wilfully distorted his evidence in his favor.
The doctor denied thla. and went on
to say that the defendant was suffering from "phalacrosis." The word
"a used a sensation In
court,
and,
uilted to define the disease, the doctor described it as "a sort of chronic
disease of an Inflammatory nature
which affects certain cranial tissues."
Asked if it affocted the mind, the
dt.etor eaid he was not posing as an
expert, but be had known some persona when suffering from the disease
become raving maniacs, and others
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OF LAS VEGAS. N.
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Let Us Have Your Order for ilj

Your Thanksgiving
OYSTERS
CHICKEN
AND OTHER GOOD THINGS

TURKEY

New Dill Pickles

New

Sour

Pickles
New

Jersey Sweet Potatoes, Oxford Fruit

- 5 lb. Tins.

CaLke

1

lb. Packages
SELECTS

"Have a piece of toast? This is electric
toast-F- H
have another slice ready for

you in less than a minute."

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.

the Home of tfie Best of Everything Eatable
Carload of New Goods just received, consisting

of:
'

I)

All kinds of Canned Fruits,

Vegetables, Preserves, Jams,
Jellies, Pickles, Mince Meat,
Dried Fruiisof all kinds,

Fresh Nuts, Candied Fruits,

THE GRAAF Sr HAYWAHD CO. STORE

DED

BY

FIRE

BOTH DEPARTMENTS
REQUIRED
TO EXTINGUISH A WEST
SIDE BLAZE
.

Last night about

started on the

11

roof of

o'clock a fire

an adobe

houBe

on South Pacific street on the West

gooa, time, even though a new horse
was In the team.' With the active
use of chemicals and axes the fire
was extinguished.
The damaged house was vacant at
the time the fire started. Various
theories have been advanced as to
the cause of the blaze, but it probably was due, to sparks from a neigh
boring chimney, carried to the Uli- barl house by the high wind. The
damage amounted to $200, .partly cov
ered by Insurance.
-

.

One pair field glasses. Re
turn to Red Cross Drug Store Adv.

The ladies of the West Side Altar
society will give a social tonight at
Hotel Romaine. Adv.
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's
Memorial church will give a bazaar
at Guild hall Tuesday, December 9.
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D. Koons of Indianapolis.
yesterday morning after an
several weeka in her apartthe Hotel Romaine.
She
has been a resident of Las Vegas for
the past few months, and was about
35 years of age.
The body is being
held pending the arrival of Mr. Koons,
and probably will be taken to Indianapolis for burial.

Yesterday afternoon and this morna wonderful Increase In
the issuance of marriage licenses, six
couples receiving the papers which
authorize a clergyman to make them
man and wife. A joyous occasion for
Kven William B. Stapp,
everybody.
deputy county clerk, smiled as he
gave out the papers. Those who received licenses were, Juan Ortiz, aged
25, of Las Cruces, and Margarita
aged 17, of Las Vegas; Roman
Baca, aged 23 of Bast Las Vegas, and
Matilda Lucan, aged 24 of Tulosa;
Marcelino
Herrara, aged 21, and
Isabel Duran, aged 18, both of Las
Vegas Antonia Baca, aged 23, and
Isidoro Lucero, aged 24, both of Las
Conchas: Delfido Rodriquez, aged 18,
of Tipper Las' Vegas, and Josefita Ta- foya, aged 18, of Las Vegas ; Felix
Ortiz,-age20, and Rafael Martinez
aged 23, both of Gusano.

CLOTHING

M SUICIDES
MEN WELL KNOWN HERE DIE BY

THEIR OWN HANDS; LEAVE
BIG

CLEANER.
It is the EASIEST, SIMPLEST
and MOST SANITARY way.

Phone Main 33

price.
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The Las Vegas Agents

Startling information was received
last night concerning
the death of Emery Griggs and George
W. Griggs, which occurred recently
but which were not known of here. R.
A. Morley, a well known land man
of Chicago, brought the news. The
Griggs brothers were well known here
and were among the wealthiest land
owners in the state. They both died
by their own hands,
George W. Griggs, the younger of
the two brothers, tnd a capable business man, ended1 his life last June
by jumping from High bridge at St.
Paul, Minn. The motive Is unknown,
but a love affair thought to have been
the cause. The body was found In
the river below the bridge several
days later.
Emery Griggs ended his career
three weeks" ago In Montana when
he blew Mb brains out with a shot
gun. He had just returned from St.
Paul, where he had settled up his
brother's affairs, and it is thought
that the ehock of his brother's death
unbalanced Ms mind. He was living'
on a ranch In Musselshell
county,1
Montana, and was a confirmed bach''

elor.
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Subscribe for Tne Ontlc.

we

month. Why?
Specials No.
last

CITY

Our

STEAKS.

OPEN ALL NIGHT

EOlfPFB

AT YOUR DOOR

are offering

ANY TIE IN

THE HOUSE
--

OVERL Af J D HODEk 59 T

AT-

I

Phone Main 344.

This includes all

the new colorings
in Silk and Velvets
in (he new shapes

7

Xjg

elephone or call and we will have our demon
$trator show you
Las Vegas Automobile

S Elactiioe
Wm,

to

Vhalen, Prop.

(t & A ;L
MOST

HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

in Reversible and

Hands.
THANKSGIVING IS

CREEHBERCER

REFLECTED

III

iiiy met

the local grocers expect to have a limited amount of strawberries for next
week.
The show windows are prettily decorated with nuts, figs, dates, relishes
and everything that may remind the
housewife of what she wishes to purchase for Thanksgiving. A good plan
is to watch closely these windows, and
if well filled the grocers may expect
a larger business, providing they use

Word was received tnis afternoon
GROCERS WILL HAVE MANY NOVfrom Rocky Ford, Col., from Jar. and
ELTIES FOR "THE DAY OF'
The official menu for the meals of
Mrs. C. S. Williams to the effect that
THE BIG FEED"
Sunday is as follows:
they are the parents of a baby boy,
Breakfast
born to them this week. Mr. and
The groceries and meat markets
Mts. Williams formerly resided in
Oranges
are busily engaged in making', prepaLas Vegas, where Mr. Williams was
Cereal and cream
rations for the ever popular ThanksStewed kidneys
cashier of the local agency of the
giving season. The feast day this
Corn meal muffins
Wells Fargo Express company.
year will be featured by the eating of
Toast Tea and coffee
new viands. The grocers are plaey.g
ii30k Luncheon
orders for gooiis that have never be- Chicken
broth, in cups
Veal loaf
fore been in sUiek here, and many
Toasted breakfast muffins
new and tasty 'lishos will decorate
Chicory salad
the bouitiful table on Thanksgiving

i

BOUCHER'S
DELICIOUS
EATABLES
FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert

Crackers and cheese
day.
Rice pudding with raisins
The ir.arl et already suews a str.ms
Tea
improvement over 4;ht3 past fw
Dinner
weeks.' Larger quantities and batter
Canned asparagus tips soup
quality are the features. And special
Boiled mutton with caDer sauce
emphasis may be placed on quality.
Canned 'green peas
The American publio is growing from
Spaghetti baked with cheese
the stage of all quantity and qualBlack coffee
Pumpkin pie
ity, to a close and strict observance
of quality alone, and has benefited
MINISTERS CARRY GUNS
by the chauge. "The best is none too
Grand Junction, Col., Nov. 2L The
good for the American," said a for- ministers of the town of Palisade toeigner and this is rapidly proving a day presented a petition to Sheriff
fact.
,
,
Scbrader for permits to carry pistols.
For this Sunday dinner there is a They state that their lives are being
good prospect in the market. Vege threatened by bootleggers whom they
tables, fruits, relishes, aud in fact, have tried to drive out of the county.
everything that is tempting, may be The sheriff began an investigation to
obtained." Sweet potatoes, the real determine whether or not to grant,
New Jersey yams, are excellent in the permits.
quality and sell three pounds for 25
HANISH TRIAL BEGINS
cents. Head lettuce, tender and crisp,
Chicago, Nov. 21. The trial of Otis selling at three heads for 1Q cents,
while fresh tomatoes abound at 15 toman geer Aduss Hanish, the high
cents a pour.d. Cauliflower, a good priest of Mazdazan sun cult, charged
variety, ia worth 15 cents a pound, with sending objectionable matter
and is enjoying a large sale. Other through the malls, was begun here tovegetables .are turnips, parsnips, cab day In the United States district
squash, spinach, and soup court before Judge Hack.
bage,
.

,

You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

6he
BISMARJi

FOLLY

To!i(lffP,ishlhisl

h U

Examination of the affairs of these
two brothers after their death showed them owners of much valuable
land and worth approximately one-hamillion dollars., They have no
relatives with the exception of distant cousins.
The Griggs' first purchase of land
in this country was the Long1 ranch,
and later they bought 14,000 acres on
the Maxwell grant. They were well
known in this city and were well
liked.

150

for Thanksgiving.

Flowing End 4 In

FORTUNE

Over 5000 people ate at

Have Them Drawn from your rugs
and carpets with the VACUUM

Ihis Complete

STORE

si

d

Don't Worry
Over Dust Germs

in

TAICHEBl'S

in Las Vegas

Mrs. A.
Ind., died
lllneBS of
ments in

Carried

015.00

-

All reservations for the "man away
from home" dinner that is to be given
at the Y, M. C. A. Thanksgiving day
must be sent In before Wednesday
evening so that the management may
know just how many people to expect. The present indications are
that the attendance will be large,
and numerous reservations have already been received.

reasonable

3'

you to have a new!

The dance which was to have been
Correct Garments for Men
given at the Commercial olub rooms
tomorrow night has bejn postponed
until Monday night cm i. some other
Don't forget the date, December 4,
evening next week. Announcement
when the Ladies' Aid of 'the Baptist
will be made later.
church will hold its "White Bale.'
ihe Greatest Living Wonder of Also the bakery goods from home.
1.
the World" is the subject upon which Adv.
Dr. Jacob Landau will address the
THE SCHOOLS CLOSE
people of Congregation Montefiore
This afternoon, u all grades of the
tonight at the regular weekly sercity schools! Thanksgiving programs
vices. The public is invited.
were given, as there will- be no ses
The offering that was to have been sion of school next week. The protf,ben next, Sunday In all of the gram proved excellent, and many par
churches for the benefit of the Las ents of achool children attended. Next
Vefea; hospital has been deferred un- week will be a vacation for every
til some time in January. Announce school boy and girl m the city. The
ment will be made later as to the ex- Thanksgiving vacation' haa been
lengthened for the entire week on
act date.
account of the meeting of the New
Mexico Educational association at AlThe Lubin company took several
battle and mob scenes today. The buquerque, which all the city teachers will attend.
cavalry charge on the hill west of
The New Mexico Normal Univerthe court house was repeated, the
and the public schools, both In
sity
films taken Wednesday havin.7 been
East Las Vegas and Las Vegas, will
spoiled to some extent by the faultv remain close'd all next week.
sunlight. If the wind is not too high
tomorow and the skies are clear, the
battle in the clouds will be staged.
GRIGGS BROTHER
Tomorrow morning &t the regular
meeting of the boys' class at the Y.
M. C. A. a boys' basketball
league
will be formed, and arrangements for
the season completed. This will be
the second year for this league, and
the youngsters who play this game
put up unusually good exhibitions.
Four teams probably will be

market. Also the most

We want all of

Come in and take advantage of this offer and you
will be thankful.

.

side belonging to Pablo Ulibarri. The
It is said a bill will soon be intro
roof was burned to ashes. The house
duced in, congress providing for the
being of earth, the firemen confined establishment
of a national governthe damages to the upper portion of
ment
bureau. The pro
employment
the utructuror,' which wa9 of frame
posed measure will, it is said, be bas
tonstruetion.
ed upon the systems now in use
The E. Komero Hose and Fire com- abroad, notably In Germany and Engpany firat leeponded to the alarm land, it will authorize the use of
and about 15 minutes later the East the post office buildings in everv citv
Bide department was called. The trip, as a labor emDlovment bur
fn.
which was a long one, was made iu employers and workers.'

The Weis and Gunn

,

From now till Thanksgiving
we will give free a $4.00
Hat with every Suit or Ov
ercoat sold of ,

ixst

Co-ri-

UL1BARH! ROUSE IS

.

Adv.

ing showed

Figs, Dates.

..s

Bar.

The Baily and Harris teams will
bowl tonight at the Elks' club. All
members of both organizations are
requested to be prompt and all Elks
and their ladies are Invited to be
,,
present.

JET

A

Try a dram or Old Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera

r

-

SPECIAL OFFER

finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Stearns' Store

At

if

Light automobile lanps at 5:33 .lj
o'clock this evening.

'

COUNTS

ScesJshipt Oysters

Free Free Free!

LOCAL NEWS

lj

I

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1913.

-

Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

s

-

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries

bunches.

In fruits the winter variety Is gaining in popularity. Orange, grape
fruit and apples show the largest variety snd best quality. Grapes took
a jump for the better this week and
are excellent. Pears also may be
obtained. As a rare treat
f

The Ohio Federation of Labor adopted at its annual convention a
declaring for the establishment of a life Insurance department
by the state. The recent amendments
to the constitution authorized the
state to issue Insurance contracts
reso-lutio-

n

